Poly(glyceryl monomethacrylate-co-ethylene glycol dimethacrylate) monolithic columns with incorporated bare and surface modified gluconamide fumed silica nanoparticles for hydrophilic interaction capillary electrochromatography.
This research article presents the preparation and characterization of monolithic capillary columns with incorporated bare fumed silica nanoparticles (FSNPs) and surface coated gluconamide FSNPs and their subsequent use in hydrophilic interaction capillary electrochromatography (HI-CEC) of small relatively polar solutes. The monolithic support was based on the in situ polymerization of glyceryl monomethacrylate (GMM) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EDMA) yielding the poly(GMM-co-EDMA) monolith for the incorporation of bare and gluconamide-FNSPs. The poly(GMM-co-EDMA) monolith functioned as a true "support" for both types of polar FSNPs "stationary phases". In other words, monolithic capillary columns with "FSNPs stationary phases" were obtained in the sense that the contribution of the monolith proper to solute' retention was at its minimum. The gluconamide-FSNPs were obtained by reacting the FSNPs with the polar organosilane N-(3-triethoxysilylpropyl)gluconamide either by a pre- or on-column approach yielding p-gluconamide-FSNPs or o-gluconamide-FSNPs, respectively. While the p-gluconamide-FSNPs was coated by an oligosiloxane gluconamide layer as revealed by thermogravimetric analysis, the o-gluconamide-FSNPs are thought to be covered with a monomeric layer of gluconamide ligands as was manifested by the higher plate number obtained on the latter than on the former gluconamide-FSNPs incorporated monolithic columns. In the on-column modification process of FSNPs, the reaction was performed in a closed system whereby atmospheric water vapor are not available to cause the polymerization of the trifunctional organosilane N-(3-triethoxysilylpropyl)gluconamide. Also, the fact that the o-gluconamide-FSNPs incorporated monoliths were made from bare-FSNPs incorporated monoliths may indicate that the bare FSNPs were better dispersed into the monolithic matrix than the p-gluconamide-FSNPs, a condition that might have further contributed to the lower plate count obtained on p-gluconamide- than o-gluconamide-FSNPs incorporated monolithic columns. Overall, o-gluconamide-FSNPs stationary phases and to a lesser extent bare-FSNPs stationary phases proved useful in HI-CEC of small polar solutes, including DMF, formamide, thiourea, some phenols and nucleobases.